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Reprocessing & Cleaning Instructions
After each treatment, the entire hood assembly should be 

disassembled, cleaned, disinfected, dried, reassembled and stored in 
zip lock bag supplied with hood by Amron until the next use.

Model 8891 is a reusable device supplied non-sterile and must be 
thoroughly cleaned to low level disinfection procedures.

Amron recommends SaniZide Plus as a convenient, fast-acting 
intermediate level germicidal disinfectant, cleaner and deodorizer. 
SaniZide Plus is delivered ready to use and requires no mixing.  The 
solution is provided in several sizes:

   Part No. SAF-34815-1 1 Gallon Bottle
   Part No. SAF-34810-1 32 Ounce Spray Bottle
   Part No. SAF-34805-1 16 Ounce Spray Bottle

1. Disassemble vinyl hood, neck seal, O-ring and multipurpose plug 
from neck ring.

2. Remove any gross filth or heavy soil deposits before disinfecting.
3. Spray entire surface of vinyl hood, neck ring, neck seal, O-ring, and 

multipurpose plug with solution.

4. Let stand for 10 minutes.  If the solution appears to be drying, 
apply more solution to keep it wet for the full 10 minutes.

5. After 10 minutes, rinse the entire hood in a container of clean fresh 
water, or rinse under running potable water.

6. Allow to air dry before reassembly. 
7. Apply a thin layer of oxygen compatible Christolube lubricant, P/N 

MCG-111-2OZ, to O-ring.
8. Reassemble multipurpose plug, O-ring, neck seal, and vinyl hood 

to neck ring.

Caution: Federal law (USA) restricts this device to sale by or on the 
order of a physician or licensed practitioner.

Installation and Operating Procedures
1. Remove hood and neck seal assembly from zip lock bag.  The bag 

may be used to store hood assembly when not in use.
2. Clean and disinfect all parts as noted in “Reprocessing & Clean-

ing Instructions”.
3. Apply a thin layer of oxygen compatible Christolube lubricant, P/N 

MCG-111-2OZ, to O-ring located on neck ring as needed.  This will 
ease in the installation and removal of hood to neck ring.

» General inspection of this equipment should be performed before and after each treatment session.  
» Inspect all parts for cuts, cracks, tears, punctures, leaks, and excessive wear.
» Replace components as needed.!



4. Connect oxygen supply and exhaust flex tubing connectors to 
the 22 mm matting connections located on neck ring. Supply 
and exhaust connectors may be attached to either connection.  
Optional 90° elbows are available from Amron. 

5. Trim latex neck seal to fit comfortably around user’s neck.  The 
neck seal has numbered guidelines to aid in the trimming process.  
The numbers directly correspond to the circumference of user’s neck.  
Using a soft tape measurer or string, simply place around user’s neck 
and measure.  For example, if the circumference of user’s neck mea-
sures 12 inches, you would trim the neck seal on line just above the 
number “12”.  Please note: the desired number should be showing 
at top of neck seal. To trim, place neck seal on its side on a clean flat 
surface and trim with sharp scissors.  The trimmed edge should be 
smooth avoiding any jagged edges that could lead to tears in neck 
seal.  Install neck seal by inserting beaded edge of neck seal in groove 
on neck ring and work all the way around with both hands until bead 
is completely locked in groove.  Check beaded edge for proper en-
gagement in groove on neck ring and pull out any wrinkles or excess 
material.
6. Position the neck seal assembly over the users head with the flex 

tubing in front and facing downward.
7. Stretch neck seal opening with both hands from side to side, being 

careful not to tear neck seal.  Place back of neck seal over back 
of users head and hold down.  Pull neck seal forward and over 
users head with flex tubing centered in front.  Position neck seal 
on user’s neck creating a positive seal with edge facing either up 
or down.  The neck seal should be comfortable and wrinkle free 
with no hair or clothing obstructing seal. If additional trimming 
is required, only trim one guideline at a time until a proper fit is 
achieved.

8. Seat or recline patient in chamber and check all connections.
9. Pressurize chamber to the given depth of treatment.
10. Turn hood’s oxygen supply and exhaust “ON”.
11. Adjust all the appropriate flow control devices between 25-50 

liters per minute.  Please note: Flow rates will vary with chamber, 
delivery system, user tidal volume and breathing rate.  Proper 
O

2
 and CO

2
 levels to be verified within the hood through the 

multipurpose port.  
12. Place hood over users head and press the hood ring over neck ring 

assembly until both parts bottom out.  Both rings should be flush 
on the bottom with no gap on the top.

13. As the hood inflates, adjust the supply and exhaust flow controls 
to stabilize the hood pressure.  NOTE: Excessive flow will over-
inflate the hood, and insufficient flow will collapse the hood.

14. To disconnect hood from neck ring assembly, user place both 
thumbs close together under hood ring with fingers on top of 
neck ring at neck seal and push both rings apart.  Attendant to 
place fingers under hood ring at back of hood with both thumbs 
close together on top of neck ring at neck seal and push both 
rings apart.

15. To remove the neck seal assembly, place fingers between the front 
of user’s neck and neck seal.  Stretch neck seal opening, being 
careful not to tear neck seal.  Pull neck seal away from users face 
and lift over their head.

Oxygen Treatment Hood Diagram

Ref Part No. Description

1 8891 Hood Assy. trimmed latex neck seal

2 8892 Hood Assy. untrimmed latex neck seal

3 8893 Hood Assy. untrimmed silicone neck seal

4 8891-010 Hood with optical window

5 8891-005 Latex neck seal, trimmed

5a 8891-005-00 Latex neck seal, untrimmed

5b 8891-009-00 Silicone neck seal, untrimmed

17 8891-006 Torso Seal

6 8891-001 Neck ring

7 8891-15 O-ring, neck ring

9 8891-25 Multipurpose plug

N/A 8891-50 Silencer, noise reducer

N/A 8890 O
2
 treatment panel, single

N/A 8890-2 O
2
 treatment panel, dual

N/A 8890-100 O
2
 hood w/ tubing & humidifier

N/A 8890-200 O
2
 mask w/ tubing & humidifier

N/A 8890-300 Exhaust regulator adapter kit

N/A 8890-500 Hose Assy, 8890 to BIBS block

N/A 1640 Straight adapter, 22mm

N/A 1641 Elbow adapter, 90°, 22mm

N/A 1680 Flex tubing, 22mm

N/A SAF-34805-1 SaniZide Plus disinfectant (16 oz.)

N/A MCG-111-2OZ Christolube grease, (2 oz. tube)

10 8895-100 Patient entertainment set

11 8895-005 Pneumatic headset for O
2
 hood

12 8895-AMP-8 Amplifier, 8 patient system

13 8895-AMP-16 Amplifier, 16 patient system

14 8895-600 Cable assembly

15 8895-700 External junction box

16 8895-800 Internal junction box

Materials & Specifications
Neck Ring Polysulfone (Autoclavable)

Hood Ring Polysulfone

Hood Clear soft vinyl (PVC)

Hood Window Optical press polished vinyl

Neck Seals Latex, neoprene & silicone

O-ring, Neck Ring Nitrile

Multipurpose Ring Nitrile

Torso Seal Soft vinyl (PVC) & natural rubber

Supply & Exhaust Ports Male 22mm

Multipurpose Port ½” diameter

Diameter 12 ½ in.

Height 12 ½ in.

Weight 21 ½ oz.

Parts List & Accessories

For More Information
If you still have questions about the maintenance and 

cleaning of your hood, please contact us:

1-760-208-6500
sales@amronintl.com
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